
Friday 29th January 2021

Daily Timetable 

9:00 Reading 
9:45 English 
10:45 Morning Break 
11:00 Maths
12:00 Lunch Break  
1:00 Art
2:00 PE
2:30 Reading for pleasure - Epic



Friday’s Reading / SPAG Activities: Red Group-> Phonics Videos and Lexia

Friday’s Reading Activities: Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: find answers to questions within the text. 

1) Read the First Man on The Moon Text set for your group. 

2) Find the answers to the questions in the text UNDERLINE THE 
EVIDENCE YOU FIND IN THE TEXT and then answer them on the 
sheet. 

If you complete all your reading activities, you can choose to read a book, log onto Epic 
Reader or practise reading skills on My Lexia for the rest of this lesson.



Friday’s
Reading 
Activities:
Orange &
Yellow Groups 



Friday’s Reading Activities: Orange & Yellow Groups



Friday’s
Reading 
Activities: 
Blue & Green
Groups



Friday’s Reading Activities: Blue & Green Groups



Friday’s English Activities: Red, Blue, Orange, Yellow & Green Groups

WALT: combine ideas to plan a story with a clear plot. 

1) Handwriting

2) Look at the planning grid. Fill in your characters choices – from the last few 
day’s work. 

3) Draw a story map for your story – look at the one we did last week with 
added gaps – look what needs to be added to each gap. Either add your bits 
to this story map or draw your own from scratch. 

Blue Group / Extra Challenge – make sure you use some similes 



Type of Character 
Their Role in the Story

The Snow Queen My Story

Hero
Best friends with the victim. Goes on a 
journey and saves the victim. 

Gerda

Victim
Best friends with the hero. Captured by 
the villain and is saved by the hero. 

Kay

Relative of Victim 
Tells the hero and the victim stories of 
the villain.

Kay’s Grandmother 

Villain 
Casts a spell over the victim, captures him 
and takes him.  

The Snow Queen 

Minor Character 1 
Tells the hero that the victim is 
somewhere but they aren’t.

A raven

Minor Character 2
Gives the hero a mode of transport to 
help them on their journey.

The princess

Minor Character(s) 3
Capture the hero.

A band of robbers

Minor Character 4
Frees the hero and gives them things for 
the journey including a mode of transport. 

A little robber girl

Minor Character 5
Tells the hero how to break the spell.

an old woman



Friday’s English Activities: Blue, Orange, Yellow & Green Groups

The Snow Queen Story Structure

Summary Mood / feelings 

Introduction

Problem

Journey

Resolution

Ending

Summary 

options

Mood / feelings  

options

Meet the Villain. They  

capture someone or takes 

something

Fear, worry, sadness

They go on a journey and 

meet people along the 

way who try to help them 

Tense, exciting - hoping 

they will succeed

Characters are back 

together after the 

problem is solved 

Calm - Everyone is happy –

and thankful that it is over / 

the person is saved
Introduce the main  

characters and & set the 

scene

Calm – everyone is happy

They find it / them and 

save the day/ problem is 

solved 

Sad, lonely, lost – tension 

builds throughout the story 

– getting closer to finding it

Put these options into the correct sections of the table. 



Summary of Section The Snow Queen My Story

Introduction Introduce the hero and the 
victim. & set the scene. Family 
member reads them stories 
about the villain. 

Gerda & Kay are best friends. 
Grandmother tells stories about 
the Snow Queen. 

Problem Meet the villain. They  capture 
the victim.

Kay is taken by the Snow Queen. 

Journey The hero goes on a journey and 
meets people along the way 
who try to help them. Finally 
arrives at destination. 

Gerda misses  Kay & decides to 
go and rescue him. Meets a raven, 
princess, a band of robbers, a 
little robber girl and an old lady & 
finally arrives at the palace which 
is guarded by fire dragons. 

Resolution Hero rescues the victim from 
the villain. 

Gerda rescues Kay from the 
Snow Queen. 

Ending Hero and the victim back 
together after the problem is 
solved. Family member happy 
to see them. 

When Gerda & Kay arrive home, 
Grandmother is pleased to see 
them. 



hero 
and 

victim

villain
villain appears at 

window and casts a 
spell 

villain 
sweeps 
victim 
away

hero sets off
hero 

misses
victim

where 
victim 

is

1

2 gave hero something
Somewhere 

spooky 3 captures the hero

4 frees the 
hero

4 gives hero things 
including mode of 

transport
describes the 

journey

arrived 
where villain 

lives
5 tells hero how to break 

the spell

how to 
break spell

hero sets off 
describe their 

journey

hero goes in 
alone 

guards surround them -
hero fights them off

hero enters palace 
describe the palace

travel back 
through 

realm

breaks spell
villain



?
1

2                            
3

4
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Friday’s Handwriting



Friday 29th January 2021
yellow, orange, blue and green groups

Click here for video

https://vimeo.com/498286318




1)   How much money is there?

2) What is £1 more than £5 and 42p?

3) What is £2 more than £5 and 42p?

4) True or false?

19 + 6  = 20 + 5 

orange, yellow, green and blue group



Complete the part-whole model.

£_ and 
__p

£__ + £__ = £_

__p + __p = __p

orange, yellow, green and blue group

Find the total of the 
pounds first and then 
the pence



Complete the part-whole model.

£_ and 
__p

£__ + £__ = £__

__p + __p = __p

Have a think

orange, yellow, green and blue group

Find the total of 
the pounds first 
and then the 
pence



Have a think

Whitney buys some apples, pears and bananas.

How much does Whitney spend in total?

£__ + £__ + £__ = £__

__p + __p + __p = __p

Whitney spends £__ and __p

orange, yellow, green and blue group



Jack is selling some things he no longer needs.

£2 + £3 = £5

60p + 50p =

Amir spends £6 and 10p

+

How much does Amir spend?

£1 and 10p

orange, yellow, green and blue group



Have a think

£__ + £__ = £__

__p + __p =

Ron spends £__ and __p

+

How much does Ron spend?

£__ and _p

orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



Do they have 
enough money 
to buy these 
with £5?

I will find the 
total cost.Wait there is 

an easier way.

orange, yellow, green and blue group



Have a go at the rest of the 
questions on the worksheet



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue group



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups

Reasoning and problem solving 1



orange, yellow, green and blue groups

Reasoning and problem solving 2



orange, yellow, green and blue groups

Need to spend more time on money?

Click here to play more games to develop your understanding.

Money games

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/money


Join in with Joe 
Wick’s online PE 
session. Find a space 
and keep active!

P.E. with Joe Wicks

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ


WB 25/1/21                Friday              ART

WALT: draw a simple human figure, in proportion.

Today you are going to draw a body /figure in proportion, remember to draw more than one as 
it is good to practise and improve.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0114r6f

You can watch a little part of the video then pause the video to copy what the artist has done.

Then watch a second little part of the video, pause it, then copy what the artist has done.

Can you try making your own drawing a human being?

Remember to try more than once and you will get better each time.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0114r6f








Put your feet up after all that 
hard work this week and enjoy a 
good book! …or 
a magazine, comic, online fact 
file, something on Epic… you 
choose.

😊Well done for getting 
through this week! You’re 
doing great!😊


